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The Private Crypto
Investment
Group



Who We Are
Mizuki Capital is a group of investors
focused on supporting early-stage
cryptocurrency projects.

Nevertheless, our organization is much
more than a simple venture capital
company. Besides the investment core
business, we support crypto start-ups 
with marketing, market analytics, 
advice, and a wide range of
business connections.

Our dedicated team of experts with a
broad experience and proven track
record in the cryptocurrency and 
the traditional financial market is 
here to help all our partners.
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Seed and Private
Investments

We are actively looking for investment
opportunities in the crypto space.

That means that Mizuki Capital is
always on the lookout for fresh

ideas and revolutionary solutions
to financially support.

Our organization participates in seed
and private sales, but sometimes
also in promising IDOs, ICOs, and

other variations of crypto-related
fundraising processes with all our

partners receiving full logistical
and strategic support.
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Crypto Start-Up
Advising

Our team consists of long-time crypto
experts and investors. 

Therefore, Mizuki Capital is also able to 
provide guidance through the 
ground-floor start-up stages and thus 
help taking projects safely through the 
infancy steps.

Furthermore, through our wide network
of business connections, we can open
various business possibilities for our
partners through careful planning and 
invaluable advice.

Mizuki Capital can be your crucial
piece of the success puzzle.
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Crypto 
Marketing

Regardless of the quality of the
project, marketing is the thing that

can separate a venture from the
competition or bury it deep below

some possibly worse solutions.

Therefore, our team is here to
provide a wide range of support with

the start-up marketing planning
and execution.

Social media marketing, community
communication, and high-quality

branding is everything Mizuki Capital
can take to a higher level.
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Equity
Investments

Providing a financial injection in 
exchange for equity of a company is 
a way of supporting a highly 
perspective project.

Therefore, given the right circumstances,
Mizuki Capital is willing to consider such
a business collaboration.

If our team finds a cryptocurrency
early-stage business to have a high
potential, we are open to negotiating
a mutually beneficial deal and thus
provide our full support for the venture.

We will be happy to evauate your
proposal.
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